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Abstract— As Internet of Things (IoT) devices become both
cheaper and more powerful, researchers are increasingly finding
solutions to their scientific curiosities both financially and com-
putationally feasible. When operating with restricted power or
communications budgets, however, devices can only send highly-
compressed data. Such circumstances are common for devices
placed away from electric grids that can only communicate via
satellite, a situation particularly plausible for environmental
sensor networks. These restrictions can be further complicated
by potential variability in the communications budget, for ex-
ample a solar-powered device needing to expend less energy
when transmitting data on a cloudy day. We propose a novel,
topology-based, lossy compression method well-equipped for
these restrictive yet variable circumstances. This technique,
Topological Signal Compression, allows sending compressed sig-
nals that utilize the entirety of a variable communications
budget. To demonstrate our algorithm’s capabilities, we per-
form entropy calculations as well as a classification exercise
on increasingly topologically simplified signals from the Free-
Spoken Digit Dataset and explore the stability of the resulting
performance against common baselines.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Time series arise whenever numerical values are collected
over time. Time series classification involves training a model
on a set of labeled time series signals, and then using the
model to predict those labels on a test set. Applications of
time series classification abound: for example, using signals
of labeled EEG time series to predict [1] epileptic brain
activity. Multiple methods [2] for time series classification
exist in the literature, including a variety [3] of deep learning
techniques.

This paper explores a novel lossy compression technique,
Topological Signal Compression (TSC). Figures 2 and 3
demonstrate this technique. Illustrative results are shown
using the Free-Spoken Digit Dataset (FSDD)[4]. The key
findings of this paper appear in Figures 5, 6, and 8, which
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show that TSC both preserves information content and can
maintain classifier performance while significantly reducing
the size of signal needed to achieve said performance. Fur-
thermore, TSC achieves this capability in an interpretable
way at arbitrarily high compression levels and with com-
pression on the margin having only a local effect on the
reconstructed signal.

Motivation

We are motivated by the following abstraction of a common
paradigm: we imagine that the time series signals to be
classified are collected by any one of potentially many edge
devices, and that the classification itself must happen at a
central device.2 In addition to classification accuracy, we
will also judge success based on the amount of transmission
between the edge devices and the central device.

Examples of this paradigm include: a) the Internet-of-things
(IoT), where on-device power constraints or a low-bandwidth
communications network can preclude the transmission of
full signals to the central node; b) surveillance applications,
where excessive transmission between a drone and a central
computer increases the chances of counter-surveillance mea-
sures detecting and thus disrupting the classification process.
In general, we call these constrained communications (CC)
scenarios.

The Topological Signal Compression (TSC) algorithm pro-
posed in this paper serves as a generic lossy compression step
useful in any time series compression and / or classification
task that must take place under constrained communications.
TSC is adaptable to levels of CC, as the algorithm permits
transmission at exactly the level of transmission permitted
by the scenario. Furthermore, TSC is stable to changing
levels of CC. On a theoretical level, TSC performs a local-
ized and thus more stable compression when removing more
points—if one were to remove an additional point from a
signal already compressed via TSC, then the resulting signal
reconstruction would only be affected around the removed
point. This stability is further demonstrated experimentally
in this paper with the graceful degradations shown in both
classifier performance and entropy levels as the CC level
increases as well as with a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
analysis comparing compressed then reconstructed signals to
the original signals.

We contrasted TSC with several additional lossy compres-
sion methodologies in this paper—the Opus [18] codec,
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT, [19]), and Piecewise

2Although there are plenty of cases where one would be inclined to resolve
classification on the edge as opposed to at a central device, this is not always
possible, for example, if a task required information from multiple devices
before classification. One may not even be interested in classification at all,
instead focusing on returning as much relevant raw signal data as possible.
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Aggregate Approximation (PAA, [20]). Opus is an audio-
specific codec whereas TSC generalizes to compressing any
time series data. Given our choice of an audio dataset tailored
to the narrow strengths of Opus for classification tasks, we
found in our experimental analysis that Opus better-maintains
performance over increased compression levels and noise
than TSC. Unlike Opus, however, TSC is also flexible to any
precise compression cutoff, whereas Opus is harder to use to
compress a signal to a specific byte size. Furthermore, when
using Opus in practice on the Free-Spoken Digit Dataset, we
were unable to compress beyond roughly 90% of the original
size of a signal, whereas TSC can be run at arbitrarily high
compression percentages. Finally, in our machine learning
exercises, we found only TSC and Opus maintained both
accuracy and stability with respect to higher levels of com-
pression as well as when noise was added to the data. TSC
was thus the only algorithm considered in this paper that had
the union of generalizability, flexibility, and stability that we
believe to be important in a highly-compressed data transmis-
sion scenario with a variable communications budget.

Compression With a Variable Communications Budget

Consider a sensor network where a given edge device can
send no more than a small but ever-changing quantity of bytes
of collected information to the central device at a moment
in time. As a more concrete example, consider the use case
of IoT over the ocean in the Ocean of Things (OoT) project
[5]. Since the raw data itself is of high value on this project,
one would not want to only send summary statistics or any
sort of classification results alone, as the time series data
itself is of great value. For example, sending high-resolution
spatiotemporal ocean environmental data would be valuable
to oceanographers in evaluating and improving ocean models.
Additionally, for floats to be able to send data from anywhere
in the ocean, the only viable means of data transmission is
via satellite, which drastically shrinks the maximum possible
communications budget to only a few hundred bytes.3

Although there may be a fixed bandwidth constraint, the
possibility of floats clustering would require at times having
a more restrictive communications budgets for each float.4
Moreover, since these floats are capable of collecting and
reporting a range of multimodal data products of variable
relevance for different use cases, the triage to prioritize which
data to send will lead to situations where even for a fixed
communications budget, there will be a variable remaining
budget to send information from a given modality.

TSC addresses these circumstances for the OoT use case.
For any spare space in a given communications budget that
would be wasted otherwise, one could simply run TSC to
return more points from a signal that use the exact number
of remaining available bytes, a task that cannot easily be
achieved by Opus or Piecewise Aggregate Approximation.
As for triaging which data to send, TSC could update dy-
namically to requests by a human or an automated anomaly
detection algorithm to prioritize sending more of one signal
at the expense of another. Since TSC generalizes to any
modality of signal data, one can simply revise each modality’s
byte constraint and then run TSC for all the modalities. One
could even factor in environmental constraints. For example,

3Iridium Short Burst Data, for example, has a transmission budget constraint
of 340 bytes [6].
4A single satellite can only process so many messages at one time. Thus,
if 1000 floats are in a cluster trying to report to one satellite at one moment
in time, they will likely strain the communications channel at that moment,
even if each float is transmitting within its original communications budget.

if devices were solar-powered, and battery levels were low
on a cloudy day, signals could be compressed more than
normal to save power by transmitting fewer bytes, preventing
the devices from temporarily running out of battery power.
Though one would have the same flexibility with the Discrete
Fourier Transform, the instability of the compressed data,
particularly at higher levels of compression, would make
inference between signals variably-compressed with DFT
difficult.

Outline

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Persistent ho-
mology and its use in Topological Signal Compression is
discussed in Section 2. Then Section 3 introduces the dataset
used for illustration, with machine-learning and entropy ex-
periments described in Section 4. The paper discusses how
TSC can be used in practice relative to several competing
compression methodologies in Section 5, and concludes in
Section 6.

2. TOPOLOGICAL SIGNAL COMPRESSION
The typical mathematical model of a one-dimensional signal
is a real-valued function f on a closed interval [a, b], but for
this work we imagine that the interval has been sampled at a
discrete set of time points a = t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tn = b,
and so f is given by its values at each of these time points.
This section outlines the persistence diagram summary of f ,
and then describes our proposed scheme for using persistence
diagrams to transmit parsimonious approximations of f .

Persistent Homology

The signal f is summarized by its zero-dimensional persis-
tence diagram ([7] [8]) D0(f). Intuitively, one need only
understand the following in the context of a signal. Here, per-
sistent homology tracks connected components as we sweep
a horizontal line vertically from negative infinity to positive
infinity. Components are born at local minima, and die at
local maxima, destroying the more recently born component
of the two components merging. The diagram D0(f) plots
the births and deaths of components as dots in the plane. The
vertical distance of a dot above the 45 degree line birth =
death represents the persistence of a component within the
filtration. See Figure 1 for an example of a signal and its
corresponding persistence diagram.

Figure 1. On the left a signal with 8 points is shown. The
Persistence Diagram is shown on the right and formed by
sweeping upwards. Components are born at local minima

and die at local maxima, destroying the more recently born
component. We follow the convention of pairing the global

minimum and maximum.

Persistent homology thus gives us an ordering on our con-
nected components. Dots on the persistence diagram that
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are close to the diagonal die soon after being born. By
allowing us to identify low-persistence components, persis-
tent homology shows us the parts of the signal most likely
corresponding to noise. More precisely, persistence diagrams
enjoy a stability theorem ([9],[8]) that states, roughly, that
diagrams corresponding to functions which are small pertur-
bations of each other will differ mostly by the presence or
absence of low-persistence dots. We note that some results
(e.g, [10]) have shown these low-persistence dots to still have
classification power in machine learning applications.

Topological Simplification

Inspired by the typical situation where dots of low-persistence
correspond to noise in the signal, our simplification method
enables the reconstruction of the signal as it would be without
the values of least persistence, thus keeping the more promi-
nent features of the signal at the expense of noise. Figures 2
and 3 show examples of this simplification on synthetic and
real data, respectively.

Figure 2. An example of running our topological
simplification algorithm. (A) is our original signal, borrowed

from Figure 1. (B) is the baseline topologically simplified
compression, which keeps only critical points, thus dropping

the two non-critical points in the signal. (C) drops the two
further points corresponding to the smallest persistence

value on the persistence diagram, which can be validated
comparing against Figure 1.

Figure 3. Example from the Free-Spoken Digit Dataset
(FSDD) of a person speaking the integer 6, shown with

increasing levels of topological simplification.

The theoretical force behind the algorithm is the Morse
Cancellation Lemma (MCL, [11], and also see [12] for a
self-contained proof). In the simplest version, which is all
that we require here, the MCL states that, if u = (b, d) is
the dot of lowest persistence in the diagram D0(f) of a one-
dimensional signal f , then there exists a signal g defined on
the same domain whose persistence diagramD0(g) is exactly
the same as D0(f) except that u has been removed. For
example, panel C of Figure 2 shows one such g corresponding
to the signal f in panel B of the same figure.

In effect, g is formed from f by “un-kinking” the pair of
critical points of lowest persistence. The reason that this
action does not cause global change in the signal stems from

the MCL5, which guarantees that the dot of lowest persistence
corresponds to a pair of horizontally adjacent critical points
in the time domain, thus guaranteeing that un-kinking that
pair of critical points will not un-kink any other pair. The
MCL can of course be applied iteratively, as demonstrated in
Figure 3.

Bauer et al. [13] have noted a relationship between
persistence-based simplification in one dimension and to-
tal variation-based denoising. Simplification via the MCL
extends as well to functions defined on two-dimensional
domains (Edelsbrunner et al [14] give an algorithm for this
two-dimensional simplification), but there are theoretical is-
sues with higher-dimensional domains. More relevant to the
current work, the reader may have noted that there are in fact
infinitely many functions g whose persistence diagrams are
the required simplifications of D0(f). For example, the long
diagonal line in panel C of Figure 2 could be replaced by any
monotonically increasing function defined on the same sub-
interval without affecting the persistence diagram. Several
works address ways to choose the “right” type of g; for
example, Poulenard et al [15] give a general technique for
finding a g that satisfies a user-specific cost function. The
perspective we take in this paper is that we simply transmit
the (t, f(t)) values needed for the central device to make this
choice. Note that all illustrations and machine learning tasks
throughout this paper perform piecewise linear interpolation
when reconstructing signals.

3. DATA
We used the Free-Spoken Digit Dataset (FSDD) created by
Zohar Jackson, César Souza, Jason Flaks, Yuxin Pan, Here-
man Nicolas, and Adhish Thite [4]. This audio dataset was
produced by six male speakers and consists of recordings of
spoken digits 0 through 9. The 3000 examples were recorded
at 8kHz, with each person recording 50 samples of each digit.
Finally, the samples are trimmed to have minimal silence at
both the beginning and end of each audio clip.

4. MACHINE LEARNING AND ENTROPY
For our baseline machine learning exercise, we classified
FSDD spoken digits using Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coef-
ficient (MFCC) featurizations run through a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) with 5-fold cross-validation. The
MFCC featurization performs a short-time Fourier analysis
with a binning scheme motivated by the anatomy of the
human ear. For more on MFCC, see [16] and [17]. By this
process, each sample was transformed into a 20 x 16 feature
vector. For this initial exercise, we achieved a mean cross-
validated accuracy of approximately 97%. The confusion
matrix for these baseline results is reported in Figure 4.

We then repeated this cross-validated classification pipeline,
only we built the MFCC features using increasingly topolog-
ically simplified signals from FSDD. We demonstrate various
levels of topological simplification on an example signal from
FSDD in Figure 3.

In addition to TSC, we considered four competing forms of

5Technically, this lemma requires that the function values of the two neigh-
bors of any given critical point be distinct. If this assumption fails, we could
create non-unique solutions; however, if we sort first by persistence and then,
for example, by index value of the points as input into the algorithm, the
output will still be both correct and consistent, even though it may not be
unique.
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Figure 4. Confusion matrix for classification of
Free-Spoken Digit Dataset (FSDD) digits with no

compression of the data before featurization.

lossy compression to act as counterfactuals. We first con-
sidered Opus, a codec designed exclusively for lossy audio
compression [18]. We then compressed signals using the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) by representing a signal
with its Fourier coefficients and then sending only a subset
of those coefficients to reconstruct the signal [19]. Next,
we compressed signals using Piecewise Aggregate Approx-
imation (PAA), which uniformly partitions a signal using a
fixed window size and returns the mean function value within
each window [20]. Finally, as the most naive control, we
considered “Random Compression,” where a random subset
of (t, f(t)) pairs are returned as a lossy compression. For
a comparison of how these competing compression methods
affect FSDD data relative to TSC as shown in Figure 3, see
Figure 12.

Our cross-validated accuracy results are reported in Figure
5. As a reference point for if we were solely concerned with
machine learning accuracy as opposed to the ability to re-
construct a signal, we also included “Uncompressed” results
in black, which considers the “compression” to be sending
only MFCC featurizations, where we varied the number of
MFCC coefficients returned. As expected, when we sacrifice
returning any sort of signal to only return features, we are
able to maximize machine learning performance at higher
compression levels.

As for the lossy compression schemes considered in Figure
5, we see that Opus dominates in machine learning accu-
racy over increasing levels of compression, but this success
requires a couple of qualifications. First, given the sole
focus of Opus on audio compression, it is unsurprisingly
the most successful compression method of the five methods
considered here given FSDD is an audio dataset. The other
four compression methods considered, including TSC, are
agnostic to the type of signal data. Second, using the min-
imum level of bitrate compression possible, Opus was unable
to achieve an average compression on FSDD data greater than
90%, thus limiting its potential ability to be used in highly
constrained communications scenarios.

Once we reach a compression of greater than 90%, at which
point Opus is no longer an option for this dataset, TSC-
compressed data maintains a mean cross-validated classifica-
tion accuracy of roughly 15-25 percentage points better than
the competing compression methods.

We then explored accuracy for the compression methods on
each of the 10 labels in FSDD. The confusion matrices in
Figure 6 illustrate that machine learning on TSC-compressed
data better maintains within-label classification accuracy at
90%+ compression relative to the non-Opus compression
methods, as demonstrated by the more pronounced diagonal
structure in the TSC confusion matrices.

To abstract away from the potential variation in performance
due to the machine learning training methodology, we also
explored changes in entropy, which allowed us to measure the
average amount of information lost over increasing levels of
lossy compression for each method. We utilized the approxi-
mate entropy algorithm developed in [21] and expanded upon
in [22] to measure average entropy across samples of FSDD
for increasing compression levels, with the results shown
in Figure 8. Relative “performance” here is mostly consis-
tent with machine learning classification accuracy, with the
most notable exception being TSC maintaining comparable
entropy to Opus at up to 70% compression.

Robustness to Noise

To test these compression methodologies’ capabilities on
noisier data, we first mean-centered and standardized each
signal in the dataset. We then added increasing levels of
Gaussian noise to the standardized dataset. Finally, we com-
pressed the noised signals with each compression methodol-
ogy, after which we ran them through the featurization and
machine learning pipeline the same as before. The resulting
machine learning classification accuracies are shown in Fig-
ure 7.

Although classification accuracy declines as more noise is
added to the dataset, our results show consistent relative ac-
curacy between the 5 compression methods for the unaltered
signals and the noisy signals with up to 2.5 times the noise of
the standardized signals added to the dataset, with one major
exception being DFT compression performing noticeably
worse with more noise. Although TSC’s performance suffers
more than Opus with increasing levels of noise, TSC still
outperforms the other compression methodologies at greater
than 90% compression.

5. DISCUSSION
In addition to its superior machine learning performance at
higher levels of compression with FSDD, Topological Sig-
nal Compression offers several additional benefits over the
informed6 competing compression methods.

Interpretability When Changing the Compression Parameter

We find TSC’s underlying parameter for increasing compres-
sion, persistence, to be more interpretable in its effect on
the compressed signal than the other competing compression
methodologies.

For Opus, changing the bitrate appears to have ambiguous
effects on the (t, f(t)) pairs at higher levels of compres-
sion, though it does track well with the signal overall, as
demonstrated in Figure 9. TSC, on the other hand, precisely
recovers the critical points it keeps, which may be important
for downstream use and interpretation of compressed signals.

6The Random Compression scheme is highly interpretable, but uninformed
by design as it compresses. With Random Compression serving mainly as a
baseline control, it will be excluded from further discussion in this section.
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Figure 5. Accuracy for 10-label classification task with Convolutional Neural Network using MFCC featurizations generated
from increasingly compressed signals. Error bars represent 2 times the standard deviation of accuracy over the 5-fold

cross-validated results at each compression level.

Figure 6. Confusion matrix for classification of 10 digits of
selected compression percentages for our 5 compression

methodologies.

For PAA, summarizing a partitioning of windows over the
signal sacrifices within-window distributional information.
For example, skewed data in a window would result in
taking a skewed mean value, and even if we take the median
instead, we would remove the skew information content in the
window. Furthermore, any repeating pattern risks washing
out in a windowed summary statistic even at relatively low
levels of compression. For example, a regularly sampled sine
curve with window size of 2π would result in a compressed
signal of only 0 values. Although TSC will remove distri-
butional information contained in non-critical points, it will
otherwise preserve critical point distributional information.
Additionally, repeating patterns will be preserved with TSC
as long as they are sufficiently persistent.

For DFT, though it is excellent at preserving repeating pat-
terns by its design, removing a Fourier coefficient does not
have a strong intuitive implication for the resulting recon-
structed signal, whereas removing a persistence pair with
TSC has a localized, marginal effect on the compression,
discussed further in the next sub-section.

Localized “On-the-Margin” Compression

For all of our competing compression methods, tweaking the
main parameter (bitrate for Opus, window size for PAA, and
number of Fourier Coefficients for DFT) results in a global
change to the reconstructed signal. For TSC, however, we
have an obvious means to make a marginal change to the
reconstructed signal. Starting from a given reconstruction,
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Figure 7. Accuracy of various compression methodologies over increasingly noisy FSDD dataset. Gaussian noise as high as
2.5 times the noise in the standardized signals was added to the dataset. Accuracy declines overall as noise increases, but

relative performance between compression schemes is mostly consistent with Figure 5, with one major exception being DFT
compression performing noticeably worse with more noise. Although TSC’s performance suffers more than Opus with

increasing levels of noise, TSC still outperforms the other compression methodologies at greater than 90% compression. Error
bars represent 2 times the standard deviation of accuracy over the 5-fold cross-validated results at each compression level.

Figure 8. Entropy calculations on increasingly-compressed
Free-Spoken Digit Dataset (FSDD) signals. Error bars

represent 2 times the standard error of entropy over all digits
in the dataset. TSC maintains entropy levels comparable to
Opus at up to 70% compression and similarly to Figure 5
outperforms other compression methodologies above 90%

compression.

if we choose to remove only a single additional persistence
pair from the reconstruction, we will “un-kink” a small subset
of the reconstruction, leaving the remaining reconstruction
unaltered. This results in increased interpretability between
reconstructions at variable compression levels, which sup-
ports the ability to use TSC in an environment with a variable
communications budget, discussed in more detail later in this
section.

Figure 9. Comparing a reconstruction of the FSDD signal
used in Figures 3 and 12, zoomed in on a 1000 point subset
of the signal. Note that at the 90% compression level, TSC

preserves the location of critical points while Opus does not.

Handling of Noise

The extent to which the compression algorithms perform
well with respect to noise deserves special consideration
since many real-world applications of compression occur in
noisy environments. To explore this in the context of our
machine learning exercises, we will reference Figure 10,
which is simply the data from Figure 7 but separated instead
by compression methodology to allow us to compare each
method’s performance against itself as noise increases.

DFT seems to be both theoretically and practically the least
robust to noise. Theoretically, as noise increases, the risk
of overfitting a Fourier coefficient to local noise within
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Figure 10. Accuracy of various compression methodologies over increasingly noisy FSDD dataset. Gaussian noise as high as
2.5 times the noise in the standardized signals was added to the dataset. Though machine learning accuracy declines as noise
increases for all compression methodologies, TSC and Opus produce more consistent results, as exemplified by the smaller
error bars and slower, smoother decline in machine learning accuracy at higher compression levels, even at high levels of
noise. Note, we are visualizing the same data as in Figure 7, instead separated by compression method as opposed to the

amount of noise. Error bars represent 2 times the standard deviation of accuracy over the 5-fold cross-validated results at each
compression level.

a signal and thus disrupting the signal globally increases.
Furthermore, with potentially more poorly-formed Fourier
coefficients, DFT should pay an additional penalty as one in-
creases compression by keeping a smaller number of Fourier
coefficients. In practice, this appears to hold true in Figure
10, with the error bars in machine learning accuracy spanning
more than 40 percentage points at some compression levels as
noise increases. We should note, however, an obvious means
of improving DFT would be to run a “windowed” DFT, where
to keep n points, one would partition a signal intomwindows
and keep m/n points per window. Of course, windowing
would also be a natural extension for TSC and even Random
Compression as well, but we chose to only explore running
these compression algorithms “globally” in this paper.

PAA should be theoretically robust to noise as long as the
noise is unbiased. In particular, as window size increases, the
chance of the noise in a window averaging out to 0 increases.
In practice, looking at Figure 10, this seems to hold, with the
larger error bars at higher noise levels appearing to narrow as
compression increases. Varying stability costs with respect
to window size as noise increases is a clear negative to using
PAA; however, it should be noted that PAA can likely play a
strong role in situations with unbiased noise and very high
sampling rates (where large windows can average out the
noise without excessively compressing the actual information
content in the signal).

The interpretability of noise on Opus compressions is some-
what uncertain, mainly due to the same concern raised by
Figure 9, but the machine learning results were highly stable
to noise over increased compression levels in practice, as
demonstrated by the relatively small error bars for Opus in
Figure 10.

TSC has a convenient interpretability when it comes to noise.
Although the returned critical points may be shifted by noise,
as soon as our persistence cutoff exceeds our noise level, the
resulting reconstructed signals will be otherwise unaffected
by the noise. This offers a generalizable, interpretable means
by which one could insulate a model from minor amounts
of noise. For example, if one had noiseless training data
and were worried about the external validity of the result-
ing trained model to signals with small amounts of noise,
then one could instead train and use the model in practice
with TSC-simplified, noise-reduced signals, that is, signals
with low-persistence critical points removed. As for TSC’s
machine learning results in practice, although showing a
greater decline in classification accuracy when compared to
Opus, Figure 10 shows a stability in ML classification that is
visually comparable to Opus, as exemplified by the relatively
small error bars and smooth decay in accuracy for TSC both
as noise increases and along the span of compression levels
for a given amount of noise.

Variable Communications Budget

In order to make the most of a tight communications budget,
a compression algorithm must have the flexibility to generate
outputs of a precise size. For any given tight communications
budget, there exists a nearly exact compression level at which
TSC could send a topologically simplified signal due to
TSC’s ability to throw out individual points from a given
compression on the margin (e.g. sending one less critical
point from the persistence diagram) as opposed to making
global changes to the signal being compressed, as is done
when changing compression levels using Opus and PAA (a
marginal change to the bitrate or window size, respectively,
will change the size of the compression more dramatically).

If the tight communications budget were variable, then the
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marginal compression capability of TSC at the level of bytes
would allow one to efficiently utilize the entire communi-
cations budget by reconstructing the signal using the exact
number of points allowed under the variable budget at any
given moment in time.

In our earlier machine learning exercises, in particular Fig-
ures 5 and 6, we trained a machine learning model for
each specific level of compression. If one were sending
compressed data over a variable communications budget,
however, then one would also need to be ready to learn from
variably-compressed data. This would require a model (or
set of models) that can be trusted over a range of compression
levels.

Setting the valid compression range of a model poses a
challenge. If the ranges get too wide, machine learning
accuracy would likely suffer, but if the ranges are too narrow,
one risks spreading the data too thin to reliably train models
to span all ranges. Problems in either direction would reduce
the trustworthiness of any modeled insights. The implied
optimization scheme here is thus to maintain the largest
possible compression ranges as long as the resulting signals
are sufficiently comparable to deserve being classified by
the same model. Therefore, the more smoothly the signals
change as they are compressed, the greater the range of
compression levels one would expect to be able to reliably
utilize for a given trained model.

In addressing this concern, we will focus only on TSC and
DFT, as they are the only two informed algorithms considered
in this paper that can easily achieve a byte-specific variable
communications budget.

On a theoretical level, we should already expect TSC to excel
at this task relative to DFT, based on the earlier discussion of
TSC’s “marginal” compression effects on a signal as opposed
to DFT’s “global” compression effects. On an anecdotal
level, note in Figures 3 and 12, the “shape” of the compressed
signal is relatively consistent for TSC but changes drastically
for DFT at higher levels of compression.

To empirically explore this, we looked at the Dynamic Time
Warping distance between original and compressed signals
over increasing amounts of both compression and Gaussian
noise, shown in Figure 11. Despite DFT achieving greater
similarity and lower variance at low levels of compression,
TSC outperforms DFT on both fronts at higher levels of
compression while additionally maintaining a more stable
change both over increased compression and noise. Thus, the
relative “smoothness” of Dynamic Time Warping distances
for TSC over DFT is indicative of a greater ability for a TSC-
trained model to generalize to a larger range of compression
levels.

6. CONCLUSION
We find Topological Signal Compression offers the most
promising ability to create actionable information under a
variable communications budget. More generally, TSC’s
interpretability combined with its ability to fine-tune its com-
pression to arbitrarily high byte constraints, locally compress
on the margin, smoothly change its increasingly compressed
signals, handle noise, and generalize to any signal data make
it worthy of consideration in any constrained communications
scenario.

Figure 11. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance
between original signals and reconstructions of the FSDD
signals compressed using Topological Signal Compression

(TSC) and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Although
DFT achieves closer DTW distance and lower variance of
distances at lower levels of compression, TSC outperforms
DFT on both fronts at higher levels of compression. TSC

also exhibits a smoother increasing of DTW distances than
DFT.

Future Work

Finally, we comment on an upcoming research direction
that will show additional promise of TSC within signal-
processing and machine-learning pipelines. The experiments
above operate under the abstraction where multiple edge
devices each sense a one-dimensional time series, compress
them using TSC, send the compressed versions to a common
center, and then the center reconstructs them before applying
a chosen classification technique. Somewhat implicit in this
abstraction is the assumption that the time series come from
a common modality, or at least that it makes sense to apply a
common classification technique to them. However, we are
also exploring applications of TSC as part of an upstream
fusion (e.g., [23]) pipeline.

The idea is quite simple. We imagine that the edge devices
sense one-dimensional time series arising from potentially
many different modalities. After applying TSC and trans-
mitting and reconstructing at a common center, we will then
apply any number of fusion techniques that operate directly
on time series; for example, similarity network fusion ([24],
[25]) or different variations of joint manifold learning ([26],
[27], [28]). Subsequently, any time series classification
technique can be applied.

APPENDIX
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Figure 12. Counterfactual compression methodologies run on the same FSDD signal as in Figure 3. Note: the bitrate
compressions for Opus and window size compressions for Piecewise Aggregate Approximation do not correspond to the same

compression percentages shown for Topological Signal Compression, Random Compression, and the Discrete Fourier
Transform.
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